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Origin of enhanced passivity of Cr–Fe–Co–Ni–Mo
multi-principal element alloy surfaces
Xueying Wang1, Dimitri Mercier 1✉, Sandrine Zanna1, Antoine Seyeux1, Loïc Perriere2, Mathilde Laurent-Brocq2, Ivan Guillot2,
Vincent Maurice1 and Philippe Marcus 1✉

Surface analysis by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry was applied to
investigate the origin of the enhanced surface passivity and resistance to a chloride-induced breakdown provided by the protective
ultrathin oxide films formed on Cr–Fe–Co–Ni–Mo single-phase fcc multi-principal element alloys. A bilayer structure of the oxide
films is observed with the inner barrier layer mostly constituted of Cr(III) oxide and the outer layer enriched in Cr(III) hydroxides and
Mo(IV,VI) oxides. The Mo(VI) and Mo(IV) species are mainly located in the outer and inner parts of the outer layer, respectively.
Anodic passivation promotes mainly the growth of the inner layer on the alloy of higher Cr bulk content and the outer layer on the
alloy of higher Mo bulk content. Passivation also promotes the enrichment of Cr(III) hydroxide and Mo(IV) and Mo(VI) oxides in the
outer layer. Depth distribution analysis suggests that the ultra-thin protective inner barrier contains Cr(III)-depleted heterogeneities
acting as weak sites for chloride attack, which are reinforced by the Mo(IV) oxide species concentrated close to the inner barrier
layer. This elemental distribution provides an explanation for the reinforcement of the resistance to localized corrosion observed on
these Cr–Fe–Co–Ni–Mo alloys.
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INTRODUCTION
Corrosion resistance is an important property needed for most
industrial as well as everyday applications of functional alloys.
One of the most effective means of protection against corrosion
is surface passivity: the alloy becomes self-protected via the
formation on its surface of an ultra-thin oxide film, the passive
film, that isolates the material from its local environment1,2.
The chemical structure, composition, and formation mechanisms
of passive oxide films formed on conventional alloys have been
widely investigated by surface analytical techniques such as
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)3–6, time-of-flight sec-
ondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS)4,5, and Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES)3,6. For conventional corrosion-resistant alloys
such as stainless steels and Ni-based stainless alloys, it has been
shown that chromium and molybdenum, the two key elements
added to enhance corrosion protection, are enriched in the
protective surface oxide films4–7. The protecting effect of Cr is
provided by the formation of a Cr oxide layer with extremely low
dissolution kinetic8. The mechanism of the beneficial effect of
Mo in combatting localized passivity breakdown is still under
debate, being reported to act by impeding the penetration of
aggressive ions9,10 or by promoting the self-repair of the oxide
film11,12. The enrichment of chromium (and molybdenum for
Mo-bearing alloys) is found to be further enhanced when the
oxide film is immersed or electrochemically passivated by anodic
polarization in the acidic and neutral aqueous environment due
to the selective dissolution of iron species in the electro-
lyte3,4,6,7,13. Besides, anodic passivation also causes dehydroxyla-
tion of the oxide film4.
In many works, the protective oxide films formed on stainless

alloys are reported to exhibit a stratified structure5,12–14, which
can be described by a bilayer model5,12,14. The inner barrier
layer, giving the alloy its high corrosion resistance, is enriched in

Cr(III) oxide, while the outer layer can contain Cr(III) hydroxide,
Fe(II,III) oxide/hydroxide, Mo(IV,VI) oxide and Ni(II) hydroxide,
depending on the alloy composition4,5,12–15. Based on the fact
that the formation of oxide is usually faster compared to cation
diffusion, some researchers suggested that Ni2+, Fe2+, as well as
Mo4+ cations, might be captured in the Cr oxide matrix and thus
form a non-stoichiometric oxide, termed as nonequilibrium
solute capture16–18.
The thickness of passive oxide films ranges between 1 and

3 nm, depending on the passivation conditions4,5,14,15,19,20. Thin-
ning or thickening can also be observed after passivation,
depending on the competition between the rates of oxide
dissolution and oxide re-growth4,5. The alloy close to the metal/
oxide interface exhibits a modified composition, resulting from
the preferential oxidation of elements with higher affinity to
oxygen such as Cr21 during oxide film formation and leading to
enrichment in metallic nickel7,12,20.
Such systematic investigations of protective surface oxide films

are much less advanced for multi-principal element alloys
(MPEA)22–26. MPEAs have two prominent advantages over
conventional alloys: (i) the alloying of several principal elements
opens up a large composition space to explore, and ii) the high
mixing entropy of MPEAs makes the formation of solid solution
phases easier27,28, which can reduce the number of phases
constituting the alloy and lead to specific properties29,30. For Mo-
containing MPEAs, Dai et al. have studied FeCoCrNiMox as-cast
alloys passivated in sulfuric acid and reported a bilayer structure of
the passive film, similar to that found on traditional stainless alloys
and composed of an inner layer enriched in chromium oxide and
an outer oxide layer consisting of Cr/Fe/Mo oxides and hydro-
xides25. The existence of nonequilibrium solute capture is also
suggested for Ni38Cr21Fe20Ru13Mo6W2 MPEA23. These studies
contribute to our knowledge of the corrosion behavior and
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passive film composition of Mo-containing MPEAs and indicate
that the elimination of second-phase particles and element
segregation could further enhance the corrosion resistance,
which has already been proved on traditional alloys31 but not
on these Mo-containing MPEAs yet. Nevertheless, a more detailed
surface analysis of the chemical structure and composition of the
native and passive oxide films is necessary to clarify the origin of
enhanced surface passivity obtained with these alloys and to
better understand the influence of Mo24–26,32.
Herein, we report a detailed surface analysis of both native

oxide-covered and electrochemically passivated surfaces of
Cr–Fe–Co–Ni(–Mo) MPEAs having a stabilized single-phase fcc
structure. The composition of the alloys was chosen based on
previous thermodynamically obtained phase diagrams to ensure a
maximum Cr and Mo content while retaining a pure fcc structure
as reported separately32. The addition of Mo in these alloys
markedly enhances the resistance to passivity breakdown and to
initiation of localized corrosion32. XPS, including necessary
analytical development, and ToF-SIMS were combined to inves-
tigate the composition, stratification, and thickness of the surface
oxide films. A thorough analysis of the depth distribution of Mo in
the oxide films was performed in order to improve our knowledge
of the role of this element in reinforcing surface passivity and
providing these alloys superior resistance to localized corrosion in
a chloride-containing environment.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Surface species identification
Figure 1 shows, as an example, the curve-fitted Cr 2p, Ni 2p, Fe 2p,
Mo 3d, and Co 2p core level spectra of the passivated MPEA-
15Cr10Mo surface (see method Section for the specific curve
fitting procedure adopted in this work). The decomposed spectra
indicate the presence of Cr(III)ox, Cr(III)hyd, Fe(II,III)ox,hyd, Ni(II)hyd,
Mo(IV)ox, Mo(VI)ox, and an intermediate Mo species whose binding
energy is between that of Mo(IV)ox and Mo(VI)ox, as well as
metallic Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Mo. The nature of the intermediate Mo
species will be discussed in the Section “Distribution of Mo species
and effect on passivity”. The same components were identified for
the native and passive oxide films of all three alloys.

Stratified structure of the oxide film
Figure 2 shows the ToF-SIMS negative ion depth profiles for
the native oxide-covered and passivated MPEA-15Cr10Mo
surfaces. CrO− (67.9354 amu), CrO3H2

− (101.9409 amu), FeO2
−

(87.9248 amu), NiO2H− (88.9330 amu), MoO2
− (129.8952 amu),

MoO3
− (145.8902 amu) and Ni2− (115.8707 amu) secondary

ions were selected as representative ions for Cr(III)ox, Cr(III)hyd,
Fe(II,III)ox,hyd, Ni(II)hyd, Mo(IV)ox, Mo(VI)ox and Ni(0)met species,
respectively5,33. The Ni2− signal, characteristic of metallic Ni, was
used to locate the metal/oxide interface at the position where
80% of the maximum intensity is reached5,33. The width of the
oxide region corresponds to 35 and 41 s of sputtering time for
the native and the passive oxides, respectively, suggesting an
increase in thickness after passivation. When probing into the
metallic substrate, the Ni2− signal exhibits a maximum (not very
pronounced but significant) after the position of the metal/
oxide interface. This has already been observed on Ni-based
alloys5,20, Cantor alloy22, and stainless steel7,34, and is assigned
to metallic Ni enriched in the alloy below the oxide film, as
confirmed below.
The other signals in Fig. 2, characteristic of oxidized species, are

used to determine the in-depth variation of the composition of
the oxide films covering the alloy surface. The depth profiles of the
different ions clearly evidence a stratification of the oxide films. A
bilayer structure is observed with an outer part characterized by
the presence of Ni and Cr hydroxides and Fe and Mo oxides and

an inner part consisting mainly of Cr oxide. A closer examination
of the outer oxide region shows that the NiO2H

− profile always
peaks before the other profiles. This suggests that Ni hydroxide
concentrates at the surface of the oxide film. Signals characteriz-
ing Co oxides were not explored in this work because of the
indistinguishable atomic mass difference between all CoOxHy

−

and NiOxHy+1
− ions (0.01 amu) and their very low intensity

compared to Ni signals. However, a work on Cantor alloy reported
that the CoO2

− signal peaks in the outer part of the native and
passive oxide films22. The interface between the outer and inner
parts of the oxide films can be located at the position where the
CrO− signal, characteristic of the inner Cr oxide, reaches 80% of its
maximum intensity by using the same convention as for locating
the metal/oxide interface. This position corresponds to 17 and 19 s
of sputtering time for the native and the passive oxides,
respectively. Identical depth profiles were obtained in different
zones of the sample surface, suggesting that, at the scale of the
ToF-SIMS analyzed area (100 × 100 μm2), the composition and
thickness measured in different zones of the oxide films do not
present significant differences. Similar stratified structures and
uniform distribution of the oxide film were also observed for
MPEA-25Cr5Mo and MPEA-35Cr alloys, except for the absence of
Mo oxides in the outer layer of Mo-free alloy MPEA-35Cr.
Based on these ToF-SIMS depth profiles, a bilayer model (shown

in Fig. 3) of the attenuation of the emitted photoelectrons was
applied to the three MPEAs in order to quantify the composition
and thickness of the oxide film and the composition of the
modified alloy at the metal/oxide interface22,35,36. In this bilayer
model, the surface roughness and the gradients of concentration
between layers are not taken into account, thus only sharp and
flat interfaces are considered. As supported by the reproducibility
of the ToF-SIMS depth profiles measured in different zones of the
oxide films, both the inner and outer layers are hypothesized to be
uniform in thickness with components homogeneously distrib-
uted within. The layer composition and thickness thus estimated
for each uniform layer are therefore average compositions and
equivalent thickness values. The inner layer is assumed to be only
composed of Cr2O3 for simplification, which may seem arbitrary
but in fact, is supported by the observation that the inner part is
comprised mainly of Cr oxide as shown in Fig. 2. This is in
agreement with recently published works on stainless steels4,12,37,
Ni-Cr(-Mo)5,13 alloys and high entropy alloys22,25. The outer layer
contains Ni and Cr hydroxides and Fe, Mo, and Co oxides/
hydroxides, like those previously identified by XPS and ToF-SIMS
for stainless steels4,12,34, the Cantor HEA alloy22 and Ni-based
alloys5,14. Therefore, for calculations, the XPS intensities of the
metallic Cr(0)met, Fe(0)met, Co(0)met, Ni(0)met, Mo(0)met components
were assigned to the modified alloy under the oxide, the intensity
of the Cr(III)ox component to the inner layer, and the intensities of
the other oxide/hydroxide components to the outer layer, as
indicated in Fig. 3. The model is applicable for all three MPEAs. For
MPEA-35Cr, Mo oxides/hydroxides and Mo metal were not taken
into account. The results obtained for the three MPEAs studied in
this work are compiled in Table 1.

Surface composition quantification
As reported in Table 1, for the MPEA-25Cr5Mo and MPEA-
15Cr10Mo quinary samples, the global equivalent thickness of the
native oxide films is calculated to be 1.4–1.5 nm, in agreement
with the thickness range reported in the literature for native oxide
films formed on Fe- or Ni-based stainless alloys4,19,20,22. The outer
layer is estimated to be 1.1–1.3 nm thick and the inner layer is
0.2–0.3 nm thick. Noteworthy is the very low equivalent thickness
obtained for the inner layer, of the order of interlayer distances
between oxide planes in crystalline compounds (the Cr–O bond
lengths in Cr2O3 is 0.2 nm38). This very low equivalent thickness
was obtained on the assumption of a uniform and dense
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(5.21 g.cm−3) Cr oxide layer. Published work on stainless steel has
revealed that, in reality, the inner barrier layer can present a
nanoscale heterogeneity in Cr enrichment due to a local lack of Cr
supply at some sites during simultaneous oxide nucleation at
multiple sites in the very first stages of oxide film formation39. By
analogy, it is possible that the inner barrier layer of these MPEAs
also presents heterogeneities, being locally thicker than the
calculated equivalent thickness in some zones and locally
depleted in Cr(III)ox in other zones, the latter corresponding to
weak sites limiting the corrosion resistance. Consideration of a
discontinuous or less dense oxide layer would result in a film

thicker than calculated. In the outer oxide layer, chromium and,
even more markedly molybdenum, are enriched, representing
38 and 15% of the metal cations versus 25 and 5% in bulk,
respectively, for the MPEA-25Cr5Mo sample, and 17 and 21%
versus 15 and 10%, respectively, for the MPEA-15Cr10Mo
sample (Table 1). In the modified alloy region, nickel is enriched
while chromium and iron are depleted as can be seen from the
compositions for native surfaces in Table 1. This modified alloy
composition confirms the preferential oxidation of chromium and
iron, as observed by other authors for Fe- or Ni-based alloys and
the Cantor alloy7,12,20,22.

Fig. 1 XPS spectra and peak fitting for the MPEA-15Cr10Mo surface passivated at 0 VMSE in 0.05 mol L−1 H2SO4 for 1 h. a Cr 2p, b Fe 2p,
c Ni 2p, d Mo 3d, and e Co 2p.
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Compared to the native oxide film, the passive films formed on
these two quinary MPEAs are thicker, in the range 1.8–2.1 nm as
listed in Table 1, in agreement with the trend observed by ToF-
SIMS in Fig. 2. In the case of MPEA-25Cr5Mo alloy, containing more
chromium, thickening is more pronounced in the inner layer5,12,
reaching a value (0.6 nm) consistent with the formation of a
continuous layer. In contrast, the passivation-induced thickening
of the oxide film takes place mainly in the outer layer of the MPEA-
15Cr10Mo sample that contains more molybdenum. Comparison
of the chemical composition prior to and after anodic passivation,
i.e., for the native and passive oxide films in Table 1, shows that
passivation enhances the enrichment of both chromium and
molybdenum in the outer oxide layer of these alloys (from 38 to
48 at.% Cr and from 15 to 21 at.% Mo for MPEA-25Cr5Mo, and
from 17 to 45 at.% Cr and from 21 to 31 at.% Mo for MPEA-
15Cr10Mo). Meanwhile, the iron and nickel contents in the outer
layer decrease after passivation, in agreement with previous works
on stainless steel and Ni-based alloy4,5,13,23. The comparison of the
total amounts of Cr and Mo in the oxide layers shows a more
pronounced passivation-induced enrichment in these elements

for the MPEA-15Cr10Mo alloy (from 38 to 76 at%) than for the
MPEA-25Cr5Mo alloy (from 53 to 68 at%) that may explain the
larger thickening of the outer layer on the MPEA-15Cr10Mo alloy,
despite the dissolution of Fe and Ni components. In the modified
alloy region at the metal/oxide interface, nickel becomes slightly
less enriched after anodic passivation while chromium and iron
remain depleted as shown by the modified alloy composition for
the passivated surface in Table 1. Interestingly, molybdenum is not
further depleted in the modified alloy region after passivation
despite its increased enrichment in the oxide film. These variations
suggest the selective dissolution of nickel species in the
electrolyte during the electrochemical passivation process4,5.
On the quaternary MPEA-35Cr alloy, also listed in Table 1, the

native oxide film is thicker (2.1 nm) than on the Mo-containing
quinary alloys (1.4–1.5 nm). However, and in contrast with the two
quinary alloys, slight thinning is observed after passivation, down
to a value (1.8 nm) similar to that obtained on the quinary alloy
with higher Cr content (MPEA-25Cr5Mo) after passivation. Like on
the quinary alloys, the iron and nickel contents in the outer layer
decrease after passivation, indicating the selective dissolution of
Fe and Ni oxides/hydroxides in the electrolyte when exposed to
sulfuric acid solution4, and leading to significantly higher
chromium content in the outer layer after passivation (74 at.%
Cr). The modified alloy composition for the native MPEA-35Cr
surface in Table 1 shows that the enrichment of nickel and
depletion of chromium and iron are also found in the modified
alloy underneath the native oxide film. Both are attenuated after
anodic passivation, also suggesting the selective dissolution of Ni
in the electrolyte4,5.

Distribution of Mo species and effect on passivity
Clarifying the location of Mo and its chemical states in the surface
oxide film is a key point to understanding the role of this element
in improving surface passivity. In some papers, the in-depth
distribution of Mo species has been shown to be related to its
valence state: the higher the valence, the more outward the
position of the species12,34. In the present work, angle-resolved
XPS (AR-XPS) measurements were carried out on the native and
the passive oxide films formed on the MPEA-25Cr5Mo sample in
order to get a deeper insight into the depth distribution and
chemical state of the oxidized Mo species in the oxide layers.
These angle-resolved measurements can also provide us with
some clues regarding the nature of the intermediate Mo species
revealed by the XPS curve fitting. Figure 4 shows the XPS spectra
of the Mo 3d core level region measured on the native oxide-
covered MPEA-25Cr5Mo surface at 90° and 40° take-off angles. The
relative intensities of the Mo(IV)ox, Mo(VI)ox, and intermediate Mo
species obtained at each take-off angle are reported in Table 2.
As can be seen in Table 2, for the native oxide film, the relative

intensity of Mo(VI)ox is higher at 40° than at 90° take-off angle,
supporting its enrichment near the outer surface of the oxide film.
The relative intensity of Mo(IV)ox is also higher at 40° take-off angle
(although the increase is lower than for Mo(VI)ox), indicating a
deeper Mo(IV)ox location in the oxide film. This is supported by the
ToF-SIMS data (Fig. 2) that show a less steep decrease of the
MoO2

− intensity in the profile than of the MoO3
− profile when

probing the oxide region inwards. In contrast, the relative intensity
of intermediate Mo species in Table 2 is lower at 40° than at 90°
take-off angle, clearly pointing to their location underneath the
Mo(IV)ox and Mo(VI)ox species. For the passive oxide film, Table 2
shows that the sequence is the same although the difference in
variation observed for the Mo(IV)ox species suggests that these
species may be distributed closer to the intermediate Mo species
than to the Mo(VI)ox species. These results clearly support that the
oxidized Mo species are distributed from the outer surface of the
oxide films to the metal/oxide interface according to the following
sequence: Mo(VI)ox then Mo(IV)ox then intermediate Mo.

Fig. 2 ToF-SIMS negative ion depth profiles for the MPEA-
15Cr10Mo. a Native oxide surface and b passivated surface in
0.05 mol L−1 H2SO4 at 0 VMSE for 1 h.

Fig. 3 Simplified bilayer model for calculating the composition
and thickness of the surface oxide film. The interfacial roughness is
neglected.
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The existence of an intermediate doublet between the Mo(IV)ox
and Mo(VI)ox doublets in XPS Mo 3d spectra have been reported in
many published works, with BEs varying between 230.2 and
231.8 eV13,15,40,41. Three assignments were commonly made and
described in the literature: hydroxylated Mo(IV)4,15, Mo(V)
oxide13,41, or an intrinsic satellite of Mo(IV)ox due to final state
screening effect40,42. Although there has been no experimental
confirmation, the presence of this peak could also be explained by
Mo(IV) captured in the Cr oxide matrix as recently proposed by the
nonequilibrium solute capture theory16,18. Above all, the formation
of mixed oxides of the Cr2−xMoxO3 type is ruled out since not
consistent with the expected chemical state.
In order to discriminate the role of each component, bilayer,

and trilayer models were adopted in order to determine the
equivalent thicknesses corresponding to each component as well
as the distribution of molybdenum in the different layers. Indeed,
it is worth discussing whether a continuous Mo oxide layer can be
formed at the outer layer/inner layer interface in the oxide film
since Mo is known to be beneficial for increasing the resistance to
passivity breakdown and localized corrosion19.
The ToF-SIMS depth profiles in Fig. 2 reveal that the location of

the maximum of the MoO2
− signal is above that of CrO− but

beneath that of MoO3
− (assigned to Mo(VI)). Assuming that the

Mo(IV) species at 229.2 eV is localized at the outer/inner oxide
interface as suggested by the AR-XPS and ToF-SIMS observations,
it is possible to determine the equivalent thickness of this layer
using a three-layer model of intensity attenuation. The calculated
thickness ranges between 0.04 and 0.12 nm, depending on the
alloy sample and native oxide-covered or passivated surface state.
This value is well below the expected thickness for a complete
monolayer and suggests that the Mo(IV) species forms a
discontinuous layer. From this observation, it could be considered

that Mo(IV) is located at the termination of the Cr oxide
constituting the inner layer.
Concerning intermediate Mo, the AR-XPS observations in

Table 2 shows that this species is located deeper in the films
than the Mo(IV) species, which is located at the outer/inner
oxide interface as shown by the location of maximum MoO2

−

intensity in Fig. 2. Besides, as supported also by the shoulder
observed after the maximum of the MoO2− ions ToF-SIMS depth
profile (Fig. 2), it is suggested that this intermediate Mo species
is mainly located in the outermost part of the inner layer, close
to the outer/inner oxide interface.
Thus, two hypotheses can be advanced to explain the presence

of the intermediate Mo species in the Cr inner oxide layer: (a) Mo
is captured in the Cr oxide as proposed by the nonequilibrium
solute capture theory16–18,23, (b) the equivalent thickness
calculated for the inner Cr(III)ox-enriched layer of the two Mo-
bearing alloys being low, e.g., 0.3 nm for the passive oxide film on
MPEA-15Cr10Mo, this inner layer of the passive film, commonly
regarded as a protective barrier layer on conventional alloys4,9,12,
may present weak sites locally depleted in Cr(III)ox and richer in Fe
as observed on stainless steel39. Mo would reinforce the barrier
layer of the passive film by substituting Fe in these Cr(III)ox-
depleted weak sites.
Using the XPS intensity of the intermediate Mo components,

which was attributed to the outer oxide layer in Table 1, the
percentage of Mo(IV) in the Cr oxide matrix of the inner layer is
calculated to be 8 at.% and 6 at.% for the native and passive oxide
films on the MPEA-25Cr5Mo sample, respectively, and 18 at.% and
19 at.% for the native and passive oxide films on the MPEA-
15Cr10Mo sample. These values are high, which tend to eliminate
a “doping effect” of Mo(IV) cations captured in the Cr(III) oxide
matrix. Besides, the ToF-SIMS profiles (Fig. 2) show clearly that

Table 1. Thickness and compositions of the oxide films and modified alloy as obtained with the bilayer model of the native oxide-covered and
passivated MPEA-25Cr5Mo, MPEA-15Cr10Mo, and MPEA-35Cr surfaces.

Thickness (±0.1 nm) Cr at. % (±2%) Fe at.% (±3%) Co at.% (±3%) Ni at.% (±2%) Mo at.% (±2%)

MPEA-25Cr5Mo

Native oxide film Outer layer 1.1 38 17 4 26 15

Inner layer 0.3 100 – – – –

Modified alloy – 14 19 5 58 4

Passive oxide film Outer layer 1.2 48 16 3 13 20

Inner layer 0.6 100 – – – –

Modified alloy – 14 20 5 57 4

Bulk alloy – 25 25 5 40 5

MPEA-15Cr10Mo

Native oxide film Outer layer 1.3 17 13 3 46 21

Inner layer 0.2 100 – – – –

Modified alloy 8 7 4 73 8

Passive oxide film Outer layer 1.8 45 6 2 16 31

Inner layer 0.3 100 – – – –

Modified alloy – 9 8 4 69 10

Bulk alloy – 15 10 5 60 10

MPEA-35Cr

Native oxide film Outer layer 1.4 65 19 4 12 –

Inner layer 0.7 100 – – – –

Modified alloy – 13 14 6 67 –

Passive oxide film Outer layer 1.3 74 12 4 10 –

Inner layer 0.5 100 – – – –

Modified alloy – 19 16 6 59 –

Bulk alloy – 35 20 5 40 –

X. Wang et al.
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the largest part of Mo is located above the inner layer. The depth
distribution of Mo in the inner layer is not homogeneous and
never reaches the metallic substrate, which seems to be in
contradiction with the nonequilibrium solute capture theory. On
the contrary, the intensity shoulder observed after the maximum
of the MoO2

− ion depth profile when probing into the inner layer
(Fig. 2) suggests that the Mo(IV) oxide in the inner layer may be
located mainly in part near the inner/outer oxide interface. Based
on this ToF-SIMS observation, the low equivalent thickness of the
Cr oxide layer, and the observed presence of nanoscale weak sites
enriched in Fe oxide soluble species in the oxide film on stainless
steel39, we infer that the inner layer of these MPEAs may also
present Cr(III)ox-depleted weak sites, possibly thinner compared to
the calculated average thickness. However, instead of being
enriched only in Fe species, Mo(IV) oxide would concentrate in
these weak sites thus stabilizing the Fe species.
Besides, works on conventional Fe- and Ni-based alloys43,44

have shown that Mo(IV) species located in the inner part of the
surface oxide films promote outward cationic oxide growth by
forming a barrier against the anionic transport of oxygen towards
the oxide/metal interface. Thus, our explanation of the high
corrosion resistance obtained with these Mo-bearing quinary
alloys is that, although the surface may not be completely covered
by a protective Cr(III)-enriched inner layer and thus may expose
local Cr(III)ox-depleted sites due to local lack of Cr supply at
the early stage of oxide film formation39, these weak sites can be
enriched with the Mo oxide species concentrated at the interface
between outer and inner layers as depicted in Fig. 5. The Mo(IV)
species that reinforce the Cr(III)ox-depleted weak points of the
barrier inner layer could block the inward ingress of Cl− anions,
thus markedly improving the resistance to passivity breakdown of
the studied MPEAs in chloride-containing corrosive environments.

METHODS
Sample preparation
Samples of composition Cr35Fe20Co5Ni40, Cr15Fe10Co5Ni60Mo10,
and Cr25Fe25Co5Ni40Mo5 (at.%), all having single-phase fcc
structure and similar grain size (69 ± 5, 61 ± 5, and 66 ± 3 µm,
respectively) after homogenization, were used. They are hereafter
denoted MPEA-35Cr, MPEA-15Cr10Mo, and MPEA-25Cr5Mo,
respectively. Design, production, structural properties as well as
corrosion resistance properties were reported separately32. The
surfaces were prepared by mechanical polishing with SiC paper of
1200, 2400, and 4000 grades followed by 3, 1, and 0.25 µm
diamond paste finish, subsequently cleaned in ultrasonic baths of
acetone, ethanol, and deionized water (Merk Millipore, resistivity
of 18.2 MΩ cm) for 5 min each, and dried in a flow of compressed
air. The air-formed oxide films covering the samples after this
procedure are the native oxide films discussed hereafter.
The passive oxide films were prepared in a 3-electrode cell

composed of a saturated mercury sulfate reference electrode
(MSE, ESHE= EMSE+ 0.64 V), a Pt wire used as a counter electrode,
and the alloy sample constituting the working electrode of
1.13 cm2 area delimited by a Viton O-ring. A VersaSTAT4
potentiostat (AMETEK) served as controller. Electrochemical
passivation was carried out at room temperature in 0.05 mol L−1

H2SO4 electrolyte prepared from ultrapure chemicals (VWR) and
deionized water. The electrolyte was deaerated by bubbling Ar
gas for 30 min before the passivation treatment in order to
minimize dissolved gas. Anodic passivation was performed by
stepping the potential to 0 VMSE for 1 h after stabilization at open
circuit potential (OCP) for 15 min. The selected passivation
potential corresponds to the minimum passive current density
measured in the passive range32.

Fig. 4 Angle-resolved XPS Mo 3d spectra and their curve fitting for the native oxide-covered MPEA-25Cr5Mo surface at different take-off
angles. a 90° and b 40°.

Table 2. Relative intensities (±2 %) of the oxidized Mo(IV)ox, Mo(VI)ox,
and intermediate Mo species obtained from angle-resolved XPS
measurements for the native and the passive oxide films on MPEA-
25Cr5Mo.

Take-off angle Mo(IV)ox Intermediate Mo Mo (VI)ox

Native oxide film 90° 26 26 48

40° 28 18 54

Passive
oxide film

90° 24 23 53

40° 23 18 59 Fig. 5 Developed bilayer model with Mo(IV)-sealed weak sites in
the inner layer for the Mo-bearing alloys MPEA-25Cr5Mo and
MPEA-15Cr10Mo.
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Surface analysis
The analytical approach adopted in this work consists of an
elemental depth profiling by ToF-SIMS associated with identifica-
tion and quantification by XPS of the different species present in
the stratified surface oxide layers and underlying modified alloy.
In-depth elemental analysis was performed with an IONTOF

ToF-SIMS 5 spectrometer (base pressure of about 10−8 mbar). The
depth profiles were recorded in dual-beam mode. A pulsed 25 keV
Bi+ primary ion source delivering 1.2 pA of target current over a
100 × 100 µm2 area was used for analysis. The Bi+ primary ion flux
was sufficiently low to ensure analysis in static SIMS conditions.
Analysis was interlaced with sputtering using a 0.5 keV Cs+ sputter
beam delivering 17 nA of target current over a 300 × 300 μm2 area.
Both ion beams were at the incidence of 45° with respect to the
sample surface and well-aligned to ensure analysis from the
center of the sputtered crater. Negative ions were recorded
because of their higher sensitivity to fragments coming from
oxide matrices. For each surface, depth profiles were recorded at
least in two different zones in order to verify the uniformity of the
oxide films. Data acquisition and processing were done with the
IONSPEC 6.5 software.
XPS analysis was performed with a Thermo Electron ESCALAB

250 spectrometer (base pressure of 10−9 mbar) using a mono-
chromatic Al Kα X-ray source (hν= 1486.6 eV). High-resolution
spectra of the Cr 2p, Fe 2p, Co 2p, Ni 2p, Mo 3d, O 1s, S 2p, and C
1s core levels were recorded at pass energy of 20 eV with a step
size of 0.1 eV. Photoelectrons were collected at 90° and 40°
emission angles.
Data processing (curve fitting) was performed with CasaXPS,

subtracting a Shirley-type background for the metallic element
spectra and a linear background for the S 2p spectra. Due to the
overlaps between the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 spin-orbit doublets of Cr and
Fe and between the 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 doublets of Mo, the whole Cr
2p, Fe 2p, and Mo 3d core level regions were decomposed. For Ni,
there was no overlap between the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 doublets, thus
only the Ni 2p3/2 peak was decomposed. The Co 2p region is
overlapped by the much broader Ni L3M23M23 and Fe L3M45M45

Auger lines, thus the whole Co 2p core level spectrum was
decomposed to take Auger peaks into account. However, owing
to low content (5 at.%) in the studied alloys, the oxidized Co signal
in the Co 2p core level region had much lower intensity than the
overlapping Auger peaks, impeding a decomposition reliable
enough to identify the oxidized cobalt species and discuss the
passivation-induced Co content variation in the oxide films.
Spectral decomposition by curve fitting was performed by

applying constraints on binding energy (BE), full width at half
maximum (FWHM), the intensity ratio of spin–orbit doublets, and
lineshape. Metallic component peaks were obtained from in-house
references prepared for oxide-free pure metals. They were fitted
with LF (α, β, w, m) lineshapes representing an asymmetric
Lorentzian curve convoluted by a Gaussian curve or saved as
lineshapes without detailed decompositions. The α and β para-
meters define the asymmetry, w the damping of the tail, and m
(integer value between 0 and 499) the width of the Gaussian. Non-
metallic component peaks were fitted with symmetric Gaussian/
Lorentzian lineshape products GL(x) where x is the percentage of
Lorentzian character.
The compositional design of the MPEAs studied in this work

introduces difficulties in the XPS data processing that were
overlooked in previous studies of the same system25,26. The
proportions of the alloying elements being considerable, the
overlapping of Auger peaks in the core level region of interest is
not negligible. In the present case, the large proportions of Ni and
Fe make the decomposition methods of the Fe 2p and Co 2p core
level spectra adopted on Fe-4,9 or Co-based alloys45 inapplicable.
Besides, in view of the weak intensities measured for Co, it is not
possible to apply the methodology previously proposed for

surface analysis of CrCoFeMnNi Cantor alloy based on the
decomposition of the 3p core level spectra22. Thus, a specific
XPS spectral decomposition methodology was developed invol-
ving the subtraction of overlapping Auger peaks. In order to apply
this methodology, measurements on pure metal substrates were
performed in order to extract the fitting parameters for the Auger
lineshapes to be subtracted from the core level spectra of interest.
Figure 6 shows the reference Cr 2p, Ni 2p, Fe 2p, Mo 3d, and Co

2p core level XPS spectra obtained for oxide-free surfaces of pure
Cr, Ni, Fe, Mo, and Co samples, respectively, as well as the Co
L2M23M45 and Ni L3M23M45 Auger peaks present in the Fe 2p BE
region. The Cr 2p (Fig. 6a), Ni 2p (Fig. 6b), and Mo 3d (Fig. 6d)
spectra were well-fitted with LF lineshapes. BE values and FWHM
values are listed in Table 3 and are in good agreement with
literature4,5,12,46. The experimental Fe 2p (Fig. 6c) and Co 2p
(Fig. 6e) spectra were saved as lineshapes without detailed
decomposition and used as such in subsequent curve fitting of the
spectra obtained with the alloys in order to avoid complicating the
spectral decomposition with too many peaks when taking into
account multiplet splitting or plasmon loss feature46,47. Similarly,
the experimental spectra of the Co L2M23M45 (Fig. 6f) and Ni
L3M23M45 (Fig. 6g) Auger peaks were saved as lineshapes and used
as such in subsequent spectral decomposition for the alloys.
The BE values and FWHM values of the component peaks used

in curve fitting shown in Fig. 1 are also compiled in Table 3. These
values were selected based on literature data through a self-
consistent procedure and were fixed in this work for all oxide/
hydroxide components except Cr oxide, and on our own reference
measurements of corresponding pure substances for all metal
components as presented above and for Cr oxide. The same
parameters were used for all spectral decompositions in this work.
The Cr 2p spectrum (Fig. 1a) was decomposed into three spin-

orbit doublets assigned to Cr(0)metal, Cr(III)ox, and Cr(III)hyd respec-
tively. The 2 p3/2–2 p1/2 doublets at 574.0–583.3 eV for Cr(0)met and
at 577.3–587.0 eV for Cr(III)hyd are in good agreement with
literature4,5,46. The reference lineshape and parameters obtained
for pure Cr oxidized in gaseous oxygen under the controlled UHV
environment of the XPS spectrometer were used to take into
account the multiplet structure of the Cr(III)ox component48.
The Ni 2p spectrum (Fig. 1b) was decomposed into four peaks.

The main peak at 852.8 eV and satellite peak at 859.0 eV were
assigned to metallic Ni(0)met according to our reference measure-
ment. The lower intensity peak at 856.1 eV and satellite peak at
861.5 eV were assigned to Ni(II)hyd49. No NiO was observed, in
agreement with results reported for stainless steels7,12,50, Cantor
alloy22, and Ni–Cr(-Mo) alloy5,14,20, explained by the reduction of
NiO to metallic Ni in literatures33,50.
The Fe 2p spectrum (Fig. 1c) was fitted with five spin–orbit

doublets and two Auger peaks. The lineshape of metallic Fe was
fixed with the BE and FWHM reference values obtained in the
present work. The 2 p3/2–2 p1/2 doublets at 709.4–722.4 eV and
712.9–725.9 eV were assigned to Fe(II) and its associated satellite,
respectively46,51. Fe(III) is represented by principal 2 p3/2–2 p 1/2

peaks at 711.1–724.4 eV, and satellites at 714.2–727.5 eV46,47,51. In
addition, the overlapping Auger lineshapes of cobalt and nickel,
shown in Fig. 6f, g, respectively, were added in the curve fitting with
BEs fixed at the reference values reported in Table 3. In agreement
with Fig. 1b, e, only the Auger lineshapes of metallic nickel and
cobalt were used since metallic nickel and cobalt largely dominate
the contribution to the Ni 2p3/2 and Co 2p spectra compared to
oxidized nickel and cobalt. The BE of the Auger peaks was
constrained by the BE difference between the 2p3/2 peak and the
Auger peak obtained from the reference measurements. The value
(BEAuger–BE2p3/2) is 140.4 eV for Ni and −65.4 eV for Co. The area of
the two Auger peaks was constrained by the ratio between the area
(in cps) of 2p3/2 peaks and the Auger peak, which is equal to 0.615
for pure nickel and 0.350 for pure cobalt according to our reference
measurements (Table 4). Thus, for each curve fitting, the area of
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the Auger peaks was determined according to the area of the
corresponding 2p3/2 peak in the same measurement, i.e., Ni 2p3/2
peak in Fig. 1b and Co 2p3/2 peak in Fig. 1e for the passivated
MPEA-15Cr10Mo surface.

The Mo 3d spectrum (Fig. 1d) was fitted with four 3 d5/2–3 d3/2
doublets, assigned to Mo(0)met, Mo(IV)ox, Mo(VI)ox6,40,41 at
227.8–231.0 eV, 229.3–232.3 eV, and 232.6–235.7 eV, respectively,
and to an intermediate component located at 231.4–234.4 eV.

Fig. 6 Reference XPS spectra obtained on oxide-free surfaces of pure metallic substrates. a Cr 2p, b Fe 2p, c Co 2p, d Ni 2p, e Mo 3d core
levels and f Co L2M23M45 and g Ni L3M23M45 Auger transitions.
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The nature of the latter will be discussed further on. For surfaces
passivated in sulfuric acid, an S 2s peak located at 233.0 eV and
assigned to sulfate adsorbed from the solution was added in the
curve fitting of the Mo 3d region. The peak area of S 2s was
determined from the S 2p3/2 peak area and the reference area
ratio between S 2p3/2 and S 2 s obtained on the passivated MPEA-
35Cr sample (Table 4).
The Co 2p region (Fig. 1e) is also overlapping with a broad Ni

Auger peak and a Fe Auger peak. The very low intensity of the
oxidized cobalt species and the relatively high intensity and energy
range of the overlapping Auger peaks lead to considerable

uncertainty in the identification and quantification of the oxidized
cobalt species. The BE and FWHM values of the reference
lineshapes obtained on pure metals were applied for the 2 p3/2–2
p1/2 doublet of Co(0)met, and for the Ni L3M23M23 Auger peak and
Fe L3M45M45 Auger peaks. Peaks located at 781.0–796.9 eV and
786.8–802.7 eV represent the main 2 p3/2–2 p1/2 doublets and the
associated satellite peaks of Co(II)ox/hyd52,53.

DATA AVAILABILITY
The relevant data are available from the corresponding authors upon reasonable
request.
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